
What do the sheep, shepherd, the sheep pen and stranger represent?

How do the sheep respond to the shepherd? How does this relate to the Pharisees' difficulty in
understanding Jesus?

Who were the "other sheep" he must bring also? What characterizes this flock?

What final claim does Jesus make (vv.17-18)? Why do his listeners respond as they do?

As a child, what was your favorite pet? How did
this pet respond when it heard your voice?

THE GOSPEL 
OF JOHN

John 10:  The Shepherd and His Flock

Into the Word

Into the Heart
What was the turning point for you in terms of hearing "God's voice" and responding?

How do you discern his voice from all the voices that vie for your attention?

How does it make you feel to think of God caring for you as the Good Shepherd?

What is your greatest takeaway from this passage? 
What specific life changes do you need to make? 

How will you hold yourself accountable?



THE SHEPHERD AND HIS FLOCK (John 10:1-21)
In John 9 we encountered a man born blind who was healed by Jesus. This chapter continues that moment.

The setting is Jerusalem. Jesus is battling religious leaders once again. The Pharisees are upset. They view

Jesus as a rebel, zealot and trouble-maker. They tried to trapped, argued, investigated and interrogated him.

In John 10, Jesus used a metaphor the first century person understood: shepherds and sheep. 

THE SHEPHERD’S CALLING!

Perhaps the greatest and most loved metaphor to describe Jesus is as a shepherd...a Good Shepherd.

Shepherds were the blue-collar backbone of Israel. They were stinky, unclean, foul-mouthed, uneducated and

uncouth. Most shepherds were trustworthy, but shepherding was work for gangsters, bandits, and misfits.

No young boy aspired to be a shepherd. Unless you were born into a shepherding family, it was a work to be

avoided. And yet the Messiah proudly comes as a shepherd.  Jesus lowered his Divine status to the true dirt

and dregs of the earth. It’s a metaphor the high-ranking, educated, rich Pharisees couldn’t comprehend.

THE SHEPHERD’S LIFE

The life of a shepherd wasn’t easy. He was always on the clock, ever vigilant...and courageous. Because

there’s little grass, sheep were prone to wander and since there were no fences, a shepherd was always on

guard. Sheep are a stupid beast, driven mostly by their appetites, and constantly getting lost. Consequently,

shepherding was stressful, tedious, physically demanding, and dangerous work. Shepherds had to protect

the flock from predators, particularly wolves and thieves.

 

THE SHEPHERD’S TOOLS

A Palestinian shepherd had few tools and little luggage. He carried a small shoulder bag made from animal

skin to hold his food of bread, dried fruit, olives and cheese. He carried a sling and was skilled at using it.

Unlike a sword or spear, a sling could be rapidly reloaded. And allowed the user to move and shift position.

The biblical shepherds did not have sheep dogs to help herd the sheep. Consequently, shepherds slung

stones in front of the sheep’s nose to move them back. A shepherd had a short wooden club that hung from

his belt for up-close defense against beast or thief. He also had a rod that was between 6 to 10 feet long.

Some rods had a crook on the end to hook the head of a wayward sheep. But mostly it was used to guide

sheep. At night shepherds led their sheep into a natural cave or secure space carved into the hillside. Then

the shepherd slept at the mouth of the cave secure the space. 

THE SHEPHERD’S RELATIONSHIP

With exception to the Bethlehem lambs, specially bred for slaughter in the temple, most sheep, including

household beasts, were bred for their wool to use in clothing. Consequently, sheep often were named by

their shepherds.  Once a flock of sheep were familiar with their master’s voice, they could be led rather

easily, with the shepherd walking in front. It was the shepherd’s job to scout the path and remove obstacles.

THE SHEPHERD’S NEMESIS

Throughout the Old and New Testament, the writers contrast “good shepherds” with “false or bad

shepherds.” Many of a church’s dysfunctions are rooted to poor spiritual leadership. A lot of church leaders

operate from a point of personal power (what I want) rather than for the good of the people (and what God

wants). As a shepherd, Jesus knew there would be wolves among the flock. He knew there could be hired

hands who look like shepherds but weren’t. The difference between hired hand wannabe leaders and true

pastoral shepherds is CALLING. Jesus is the Good Shepherd and He expects His sheep to be same.


